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ABSTRACT: Using a combination of density functional theory and nonequilibrium Green’s
function calculations, the effect of mechanically stretching a biphenyl-based molecular switch
bonded to Au electrodes was studied. Thermodynamic and transport properties of the high- and
low-conductance species were analyzed. A disulfide functionality bridging the aromatic rings was
used to switch between the high- and low-conductance species. The potential of such a system as
a molecular device has already been confirmed (J. Phys. Chem. C 2013, 117, 25724). Mechanically
stretching the molecular junction has major effects on both the thermodynamics of the switching
reaction and the conductance ratio between the high- and low-conductance species involved in
the molecular switch. It is also shown that the conductance of each individual species can be modulated by means of an external
mechanical force, thus providing a dual switching mechanism for the proposed system.

■ INTRODUCTION

Molecular electronics is a fast-growing field that is fueled by the
advent of novel and powerful experimental techniques1−10 that
allow single-molecule junctions to be built and studied. Modern
computational tools have also proved to be of great value, not
only in obtaining insight at the nanoscale level but also in
allowing an understanding of the properties of these systems at
a fundamental level.9,11−13

One of the aspects that is of great importance for the
effective design of these types of devices at the nanoscale is the
consideration of the mechanical properties of such molecule/
metal interfaces.14−23 An external stress not only affects the
temporal stability of the molecular junction, but it can also
allow for the control of its properties. For instance, in a recent
computational work, a mechanically activated molecular switch
was proposed.24,25 Molecular dynamics simulations were
carried out to study how a conductive atomic force microscope
tip could be used to reversibly unfold and refold a π-stack with
a concomitant conductance change. In another recent ab initio
molecular dynamics study, it was shown that the conductance
of a simple molecular junction can be modulated by means of a
mechanical force.26 The effects of mechanical stress on the
transport properties of polymers,27 alkanedithiols,28,29 alkanedi-
amines,29 4,4′-bipyridine,30 and DNA31 have also been
reported.
Biphenyldithiol has attracted considerable interest as a model

compound for a molecular switch. The transport properties in
this system depend on the torsion angle between the aromatic
rings. This has been confirmed experimentally32−34 and
theoretically.35−37 Using a biphenyldithiol/Au molecular
junction as a model, it was recently suggested that the
combination of mechanical pulling and optical control can be
used to enhance the electron-transport properties of such
systems.38

In a recent computational study, we demonstrated the
potential of a biphenyl system with a disulfide functionality
bridging the aromatic rings as a (electro)chemically triggered
molecular switch.39 The electron-transport properties of this
molecular system attached on either extreme to gold clusters,
which mimicked the tips of two electrodes, by means of a S−Au
bond were evaluated. It was shown that the torsion angle, and,
in turn, the transport properties of the molecular junction, can
be controlled by reducing/oxidizing the disulfide functionality,
allowing the system to switch between a “closed” (high-
conductance) and an “opened” (low-conductance) species.
Moreover, the reduction of the anchoring sulfur atoms was also
considered as a possible side reaction. Our calculations
demonstrated that this unwanted reaction is less favorable by
∼0.6 eV and, thus, would not compete with the switching
reaction under certain conditions.
In the current work, we now focus on the effects of

mechanically stretching a metal/molecule nanojunction on
these two key aspects of the proposed molecular switch: the
thermodynamics of the switching reaction and the competing
reaction and the transport properties of the species involved.
We show that mechanical stress has a major impact on both of
these issues.
When the nanojunction is highly stressed, the energy

difference between the reduction reactions on the disulfide
functionality and on the anchoring groups is decreased from
∼0.6 to ∼0.3 eV, that is, the undesired side product becomes
relatively more favorable. Nonetheless, the reduction of the
disulfide bridge remains the most stable product throughout
the stretching pathway from a thermodynamic point of view.
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Regarding the electron-transport properties of the species
involved in the molecular switch, the absolute conductance of
both closed and opened species is increased by ∼6-fold for the
former and ∼20-fold for the latter. Consequently, the ratio
between them decreases, approaching unity when the nano-
junction is highly stressed. The implications are two-fold: On
one hand, this means that mechanically stressing the nano-
junction does not favor the (electro)mechanical switching
mechanism. On the other hand, because the conductance of
each individual species can be modulated by means of an
external force, the system can also be used as a mechanically
triggered switch.
Our findings are rationalized in terms of the changes in the

electronic structure of the system as a function of the
mechanical stretching of the molecular nanojunction.

■ METHODOLOGY

All calculations were performed using the density functional
theory (DFT) code SIESTA.40 Exchange and correlation effects
were taken into account using the generalized gradient
approximation within the Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof (PBE)
formalism.41 Norm-conserving pseudopotentials (with relativ-
istic corrections in the case of Au) generated according to the
scheme of Troullier and Martins42,43 were used. The separation
between the periodic images was always maintained at 15 Å in
all directions to ensure no interaction between them. The
calculations were performed using the Γ point of the Brillouin
zone and a double-ζ basis set with polarization. The energy
shift used to confine the electrons in the pseudoatomic orbitals
was 10 meV, and for the energy cutoff that defines the grid used
to represent the charge density, a value of 200 Ry (∼2.7 keV)
was used. We took care to test the convergence of our results
with respect to all of these parameters. Geometry optimizations
were performed using the conjugate gradient (CG) algorithm
until a maximum force of 0.01 eV/Å was reached.
The molecular switch under study consists of a 4,4′-

biphenyldithiol molecule with a disulfide bridge between the
2 and 2′ carbon atoms. The molecule/metal hybrid junction is
modeled by binding this molecular species to two 23-atom Au
clusters. Further details about the building of the pyramidal Au
clusters and the initial structures for the molecular junction can
be found elsewhere.39 When the disulfide bridge is closed (i.e.,
when it is oxidized), the torsion angle between the rings is
constrained to a value of ∼30°. This constitutes the high-
conductance species, labeled henceforth as Au−S−Ox. On the
other hand, when the disulfide bridge is opened by a reduction
reaction, the low-conductance species (Au−S−Red) is
obtained. Two different binding geometries to the Au clusters
were considered: cis, in which both terminal thiol groups are
appended to the gold clusters on the same side with respect to
both Au clusters, and trans, in which the thiol groups are
appended on opposite sides of the gold clusters. The
mechanical properties of cis and trans Au−S−Ox were studied

by means of a series of constrained geometry optimizations,
and the results were already reported in ref 39. For both cis and
trans Au−S−Ox, the energy profile along the stretching
pathway displays a sawtooth-like behavior with three well-
defined minima before the final breakage. The structures
corresponding to these minima, at stretching distances (d) of
0.4 Å (0.2 Å), 2.7 Å (2.7 Å), and 5.6 Å (5.7 Å), for the cis
(trans) geometry, were selected for this work in order to study
the thermodynamics of the reduction reactions and the
transport properties of the species involved.
The thermodynamics of the reduction reactions on both

sulfur sites (anchoring and disulfide bridge) were studied.
Hydrogen atoms were added at suitable positions close to the
sulfur atoms of either the anchoring sites or the disulfide bridge.
A subsequent geometry optimization was performed for each
structure. The reduction of the disulfide bridge yields the
aforementioned low-conductance species, Au−S−Red. The
reduction of the anchoring S atoms, on the other hand, gives an
undesired byproduct (termed as such because of its lower
stability) that is denoted henceforth as Au−SH−Ox. The
molecular structures of all the species involved in this study are
illustrated in Scheme 1.
An in-house code based on the nonequilibrium Green’s

function (NEGF) operator44 was employed to calculate the
transport properties of Au−S−Ox and Au−S−Red at selected
stretching distances along the pulling pathways for the cis and
trans geometries. The implementation of the code was
discussed in detail elsewhere.45 As described in ref 39, the
SIESTA Hamiltonian was used, considering that all s, p, and d
Au pseudo-orbitals are equally coupled to the leads through the
parameter γ = −2.82 eV. In the present work, a total of 24 leads
were used to contact the Au atoms in the outermost planes of
the clusters.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As mentioned in the previous section, the mechanical stretching
pathway of Au−S−Ox was already reported in our previous
work.39 There, it was shown that this metal/molecule hybrid
nanojunction can be stretched by ∼8.5 Å before it finally
breaks. A series of elastic and plastic deformations of the
nanojunction were observed. Each of the three elastic regions is
characterized by a well-defined minimum. Plastic deformation
upon stretching involves abrupt changes in the bonding of the
molecule to the metallic clusters. The results reported in ref 39
on the thermodynamics of the reduction reaction and the
transport properties of the species involved were based on the
first minimum encountered along the stretching pathway.
The present work evaluates the effects of mechanical pulling

on two of the key properties of the molecular switch: first, the
thermodynamics of the reduction reaction leading to Au−S−
Red or Au−SH−Ox and, second, the electron-transport
properties of the high- and low-conductance species of the
molecular switch. These calculations involve structures that

Scheme 1. Structures of Au−S−Ox, Au−S−Red, and Au−SH−Oxa

aNote that the Au atom is intended only as a schematic representation of the gold tip.
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correspond to the other two minima along the stretching
pathway.
We note in passing that these particular geometries were

taken to be illustrative for each elastic deformation region, and
it was assumed that the calculated properties would change
continuously between them.
The corresponding results are presented and discussed in

two separate sections.
Thermodynamics of the Switching Reaction. As already

pointed out, the (electro)chemical activation of the molecular
switch involves the reduction of the disulfide bridge in Au−S−
Ox. This yields Au−S−Red as a product. A potential reduction
byproduct, Au−SH−Ox, that originates from reducing the
anchoring S atoms was also considered. To evaluate the
influence of mechanically stretching the molecular junction on
the thermodynamics of these reactions, the corresponding
energy changes, ΔUred, given by

− − − −

− −

Δ =

− −

U E

E E

Au S Red Au SH Ox

Au S Ox

( or )

( ) (H )
red

2 (1)

were calculated for selected structures along the stretching
pathways of cis and trans Au−S−Ox. The corresponding
results are summarized in Table 1.

No substantial differences exist between the cis and trans
configurations. The reduction of the disulfide bridge is always
more favorable than that of the anchoring sulfur atoms, which is
the desired behavior for the application of the present
molecular junction as a switch. Interestingly, the mechanical
stress has a greater effect on the reduction on the anchoring S
atoms than on those of the disulfide bridge. In this way, the
thermodynamics of the switching reaction is not greatly
affected, but the ratio between the possible products is
modified in such a way that the undesired byproduct is
relatively more favored at large stretching distances. It should
be noted that the total stretching distance for both the cis and
trans configurations up to rupture is ∼9.0 Å.39 At low and
medium stretching distances (up to ∼5.5 Å), the energy
difference for the two reduction reactions (ΔΔUred) is ∼0.6 eV,
but for relatively high stretching distances (>5.6 Å for the cis
configuration and >5.7 Å for the trans configuration), this
difference is reduced to ∼0.3 eV (a reduction of ca. 50%).

This effect of the stretching distance on the ratio between the
two possible products can be traced to a relative destabilization
of the product of the reduction on the disulfide bridge with
respect to the product obtained by reduction of the anchoring
sulfur atoms. The vibrational contributions to the enthalpic and
entropic terms were calculated from the normal-mode analysis
of both reduction products. The thermodynamic ratios
(ΔΔUred) were thus corrected, but these values were not
significantly affected (more details in the Supporting
Information).
The top panel in Figure 1 illustrates the relative variation of

the energies of the reactant and products for selected structures

along the stretching pathway of Au−S−Ox cis [a similar
situation is found for the trans configuration, illustrated in
Figure S1 (Supporting Information)]. Two points are
worthwhile noting: (i) From 0.4 to 2.7 Å, all species are
slightly stabilized upon stretching, and the energy difference
between the two reduced products is kept approximately
constant. (ii) From 2.7 to 5.6 Å, Au−S−Ox and Au−S−Red
are destabilized upon stretching, whereas the relative energy of
Au−SH−Ox remains almost constant. This accounts for the
reduction in ΔΔUred.
The relative stabilities of the two thiolated bound species

(Au−S−Ox and Au−S−Red) are affected by the same factors
upon stretching. This behavior can be rationalized in terms of
the different bonding interactions between the molecular
species considered with the Au leads. In our previous work,39

we identified the relevance of a Au−C bonding interaction
between the Au atoms in the apex of each cluster with a carbon

Table 1. Energy of Reaction (ΔUred) for the Reduction of
Bridge and Anchoring Sulfur Atoms of Cis and Trans Au−
S−Ox

stretching
distance (Å)

ΔUred
(bridge)
(eV)

ΔUred
(anchoring)

(eV)

ΔΔUred
a

(anchoring bridge)
(eV) ΔΔUred

corr b

cis Au−S−Ox
0.4c −0.426 0.163 0.589 0.607
2.7d −0.503 0.097 0.600 0.601
5.6d −0.366 −0.107 0.259 0.347

trans Au−S−Ox
0.2c −0.384 0.266 0.650 0.823
2.7d −0.528 0.081 0.609 0.699
5.7d −0.358 −0.046 0.312 0.358

aCalculated from total electronic energies only. bValues corrected by
adding enthalpic and entropic vibrational contributions obtained from
normal-mode analysis (see Supporting Information for more details).
cValues taken from ref 39. dThis work.

Figure 1. Top panel: Relative energies for the reactant (Au−S−Ox)
and the two reduced products, at the disulfide bridge (Au−S−Red)
and at the anchoring sulfur atoms (Au−SH−Ox), at selected distances
(d) along the stretching pathway of cis Au−S−Ox. The reactant at d =
0.4 Å was taken as the reference. Bottom panel: Structures of Au−S−
Ox, Au−S−Red, and Au−SH−Ox at the selected d values.
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atom in each aromatic ring. This interaction was found to be
relevant only for the thiolated bound species. When the
anchoring sulfur atoms are reduced, this interaction is lost,
mainly as a consequence of the longer Au−S bond distance.
This Au−C interaction is of fundamental importance regarding
the relative stability of Au−S−Ox and Au−S−Red along the
stretching pathway. This issue was analyzed by means of the
charge density differences between the different bonded
molecular species and the combined isolated Au clusters and
molecular radicals along the stretching pathway, as illustrated in
Figure 2 for the cis geometry.
At d = 0.4 Å (0.2 Å) for the cis configuration [for the trans

configuration, refer to Figure S2 (Supporting Information)],
both S atoms are bonded to a Au atom on the edge of the
pyramidal cluster. When the molecular junction is stretched,
the main structural change regarding the Au−S bonding pattern
is related to the breaking of this Au−S bond and the formation
of a new Au−S bond with the atom in the apex of the cluster.
This is observed, first, for one of the Au−S contacts (at d = 2.7
Å for both cis and trans configurations) and, after further
stretching, for the other Au−S contact (at d = 5.6 Å for the cis
configuration and d = 5.7 Å for the trans configuration). This is
illustrated in the bottom panel of Figure 1. This modification in
the bonding of the anchoring S atoms occurs concomitantly
with the breaking of the Au−C interactions, as can be clearly
appreciated in Figure 2. The relevant bonding interactions were
also quantified in terms of the Mulliken overlap population
(MOP) analysis46 and are summarized in Table 2. For both
thiolate bound species, the Au−C bonding interaction is
gradually lost along the stretching pathway. On the other hand,
the Au−S bonding interaction is slightly enhanced. This is due
to a stronger interaction between the anchoring S atoms and
the Au atoms in the apex of the cluster. This is also
demonstrated by inspecting the projected density of states
(pDOS) analysis of the corresponding atoms. The main
bonding interactions are due to S 3p and Au 5d bands, as
was shown to be case for the bonding of thiols to low-
coordinated Au atoms on the surface of gold nanoparticles.47

The structure of cis Au−S−Ox at d = 2.7 Å results an

illustrative example, as one of the anchoring S atoms is bonded
to the apex of the cluster, whereas the other is not. The
dissected pDOS for each anchoring S atom is shown in Figure
3, where it can be appreciated that there is a better energy
alignment between the S 3p and Au 5d bands of the S atom
anchored to the apex Au atom. This is more evident around the
Fermi level, where more well-defined common peaks can be
observed in the latter case, in comparison to the S atom bonded
to a more coordinated Au atom.
On the other hand, the electrostatic character of the bonding

interaction between the molecular species with the gold leads
does not change significantly along the stretching pathway, as
demonstrated by the ΔQ values (charge transferred between
the molecule and the gold clusters obtained from the
corresponding Mulliken population analysis) compiled in
Table 2. For Au−S−Ox and Au−S−Red, ∼0.4 e (e being the
magnitude of the charge of an electron) is transferred from the
gold clusters to the molecules. Values of ∼0.2 e have been
reported in experimental48−50 and theoretical51,52 studies of
alkyl thiols chemisorbed on gold surfaces.
This analysis shows that the main feature that affects the

relative stability of the species involved in the switching
reaction of the molecular junction studied is the breaking of a
strong Au−C bonding interaction. This type of interaction is
not unprecedented, as it was shown, by means of DFT
calculations, that polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons can interact
with metallic surfaces.53 It has also been shown that nonspecific
van der Waals interactions between the molecule’s backbone
and the gold electrodes could play a significant role in the
mechanical and the transport properties of the molecular
junction.54,55

Transport Properties. Conductance values at zero bias
(G/G0, where G0 is the quantum of conductance, G0 = 2e2/h =
7.748 × 10−5S) were calculated for the selected structures along
the stretching pathways of cis and trans Au−S−Ox and the
corresponding reduction product on the disulfide bridge (Au−
S−Red). The results are summarized in Table 3. As pointed
out in our previous work,39 the fully oxidized species (Au−S−
Ox) represents the closed state of the molecular switch and has

Figure 2. Calculated isosurface (at an isovalue of 0.005 e Bohr−3) for the differential charge density at selected distances along the stretching pathway
of cis Au−S−Ox and the reduction products on the sulfur anchoring atoms (Au−SH−Ox) and on the disulfide bridge (Au−S−Red). Note that
some Au atoms from the clusters were omitted for clarity. Blue indicates a positive value (i.e., charge accumulation), and red indicates a negative
value (i.e., charge depletion). The enlarged structures at the top for Au−S−Ox at d = 0.4 and 2.7 Å for one of the Au−S contacts allow a better
visualization of the different bonding pattern in each case.
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a higher conductance than the opened state (Au−S−Red). It
was also shown that, for both species, electron transport is
dominated by the highest occupied molecular orbital
(HOMO). The higher conductance of the closed state was
attributed to the HOMO level being closer to the Fermi level of
the nanojunction than the opened state. It should be noted that
this of f-resonant charge transport is in agreement with
experimental and theoretical findings on other biphenyl
molecules bonded to gold leads by means of Au−S bonds.32,34

Mechanical stretching of the molecular junction has a
noticeable effect on the transport properties of the closed
and opened forms of the molecular switch that is two-fold: On
one hand, the absolute value of the conductance for both
species increases, but on the other hand, the closed/opened
ratio between the conductance values suffers a decrease from
∼3.0−7.0 when the molecular junction is compressed to ∼1.0
when it is stretched.

We are aware of the limitations of the DFT + NEGF scheme
employed in this work, and thus, the conductance values
reported in Table 3 should be not be regarded as quantitatively
exact. Calculations based on the DFT + NEGF method are
known to predict conductance values that are at least 1 order of
magnitude larger than experimental data (see, for instance, refs
56−58 and references therein). This is mainly due to the fact
that DFT underestimates the molecular HOMO−LUMO
energy gap,59 giving a higher density of states at the Fermi
level and, thus, an overestimation of the conductance. Indeed, it
has been shown that many-electron interactions are essential
for accurately positioning frontier molecular orbital resonance
energies in a junction.60 Approximate methods have been
proposed to improve DFT predictions such as the so-called
DFT + Σ approach, in which self-energy corrections are
introduced for the HOMO and LUMO energy levels based on
experimental values.56−58 This methodology has been shown to
reproduce quantitatively experimental I−V characteristics in
metal/molecule junctions.
Although the actual conductance values might not be

quantitatively correct, comparing the ratios between the closed
and opened species is more meaningful and should be well
described beyond the errors introduced by the selected
methodology.
The observed behavior can be traced to a shift in the HOMO

for both the closed and the opened species to energies closer to
the Fermi level as the pulling distance increases. This can be
readily appreciated by examining the corresponding trans-
mission curves, which are illustrated in Figure 4. The energies
of the HOMOs relative to the Fermi level of the corresponding
molecular junctions are summarized in Table 3. The trend
observed confirms the results obtained from the transmission
curves. Figure 5 shows the calculated isosurfaces for these
orbitals. It can be observed that they all display a π symmetry
and that this is not substantially altered along the stretching
pathway.

Table 2. Mulliken Population Analysis of the Anchoring
Sulfur Atoms, Charge Transferred (ΔQ) from the Gold
Clusters to the Molecule, and Mulliken Overlap Population
(MOP) Analysis for the Au−C and Au−S Interactions for
Selected Distances (d) Along the Pulling Pathways of Cis
and Trans Au−S−Ox and Their Respective Reduction
Products on the Sulfur Anchoring Atoms (Au−SH−Ox) and
on the Disulfide Bridge (Au−S−Red)

MOP (e)

stretching
distance
(Å)

Efrag
a

(eV)
ΔQb

(e Au/molecule) Au−Sc Au−Cd

cis Au−S−Ox
0.4e Au−S−Ox 4.00 +0.37/−0.37 0.22 0.10

Au−S−Red 4.16 +0.32/−0.32 0.20 0.10
Au−SH−Ox 0.72 −0.24/+0.24 0.09 0.00

2.7f Au−S−Ox 3.73 +0.39/−0.39 0.24 0.05
Au−S−Red 4.18 +0.37/−0.37 0.25 0.05
Au−SH−Ox 0.85 −0.28/+0.28 0.10 0.00

5.6f Au−S−Ox 3.34 +0.32/−0.32 0.24 0.00
Au−S−Red 3.61 +0.35/−0.35 0.25 0.00
Au−SH−Ox 0.88 −0.30/+0.30 0.10 0.00

trans Au−S−Ox
0.2e Au−S−Ox 4.25 +0.35/−0.35 0.22 0.11

Au−S−Red 4.48 +0.33/−0.33 0.22 0.11
Au−SH−Ox 0.94 −0.28/+0.28 0.06 0.05

2.7f Au−S−Ox 3.78 +0.40/−0.40 0.24 0.05
Au−S−Red 4.02 +0.34/−0.34 0.24 0.05
Au−SH−Ox 0.86 −0.27/+0.27 0.09 0.00

5.7f Au−S−Ox 3.36 +0.32/−0.32 0.24 0.00
Au−S−Red 3.62 +0.35/−0.35 0.26 0.00
Au−SH−Ox 0.91 −0.31/+0.31 0.10 0.00

aCalculated as EAB
frag = E(A) + E(B) − E(AB), where AB is the

optimized molecular junction, whereas A and B are the fragments (i.e.,
the Au cluster and the molecule without further relaxation). bObtained
by summing the Mulliken charges for the gold clusters and the
molecule, respectively. cObtained by summing the MOP contributions
between the anchoring S atoms and all Au atoms of the cluster to
which it is bonded. The values reported are the averages for the two
anchoring S atoms in the molecule. dObtained by summing the MOP
contributions between the C atoms in each aromatic ring and all Au
atoms of the nearest cluster. The values reported are the averages for
both aromatic rings in the molecule. eValues taken from ref 39. fThis
work.

Figure 3. pDOS analysis for cis Au−S−Ox at d = 2.7 Å. The structure
is shown as an inset. Top graph: Projected density of states for the SA
3p (red line) and Au1 5d (black shaded area) orbitals. Bottom graph:
Projected density of states for the SB 3p (red line) and Au2 5d (black
shaded area) orbitals. The labeling of the atoms corresponds to the
illustration shown as an inset. The bands marked close to the Fermi
level highlight the better energy alignment in the case of the Au2−SB
bond.
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The effects on the transport properties can then be
correlated with the structural changes along the stretching
pathway. As already shown above, when the anchoring S atoms
are bonded to the Au atom in the tip of the cluster, there is
better overlap between the S 3p and Au 5d orbitals, and the
bonding states lie closer to the Fermi level than when a S atom
is bonded to the other Au atom (see Figure 3).
Interestingly, these results suggest that this system could be

used as a molecular switch in two different ways: On one hand,
the chemical activation of the disulfide bond allows the
molecular junction to be switched between the high-
conductance (closed) and low-conductance (opened) states.
The highest conductance ratio occurs when the molecular
junction is compressed. On the other hand, upon stretching of
the molecular junction, this ratio is reduced, but the absolute
conductance of each species increases, because of the structural
modification in the anchoring pattern. It thus becomes possible
to switch between low-conductance and high-conductance
states by mechanically stretching the molecular junction with a
ratio of ∼6 times for the fully oxidized species and ∼26 times
for the structure that has been reduced at the disulfide bridge.
To further validate these results, an alternative procedure

that would take into account the fluctuations caused by thermal
motion would be desirable. A strategy similar to that employed
in refs 45 and 55, namely, classical molecular dynamics with
enhanced sampling and a Σ-extended Hückel hamiltonian +
NEGF scheme for transport-property calculations, or the
strategy employed in ref 14, which consists of a combination
of ab initio molecular dynamics to obtain a statistically relevant
sample of configurations and a DFT + NEGF approach to
obtain the electrical conductance, would yield conductance
histograms more comparable to those obtained experimentally.

■ CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that mechanical effects have a large effect on
the proposed molecular switch. Stretching of the molecule/
metal junction leads to significant structural changes that alter
the bonding pattern of the molecule to the gold leads. This
affects both the thermodynamics of the reduction reaction and
the transport properties of the species involved. The former is
affected in such a way that the ratio between the two possible
products is reduced by ∼50%, favoring the undesired product
in which the anchoring S atoms are reduced instead of those in
the disulfide bridge. In contrast, for the latter, although the ratio

Table 3. Conductance Values in Units of G0 and Dihedral Angles between the Aromatic Rings at Selected Stretching Distances
for Cis and Trans Au−S−Ox and the Respective Reduction Products on the Disulfide Bridge (Au−S−Red)

stretching distance (Å) dihedral angle (deg) E − Ef (HOMO) (eV) G/G0 GAu−S−Ox/GAu−S−Red

cis Au−S−Ox
0.4 Au−S−Ox 25.5 −0.210 0.046 2.19

Au−S−Red 54.7 −0.243 0.021
2.7 Au−S−Ox 27.2 −0.061 0.295 3.14

Au−S−Red 74.1 −0.077 0.094
5.6 Au−S−Ox 25.1 −0.028 0.259 1.04

Au−S−Red 64.3 −0.044 0.248
trans Au−S−Ox

0.2 Au−S−Ox 33.5 −0.222 0.042 7.00
Au−S−Red 68.1 −0.241 0.006

2.7 Au−S−Ox 31.7 −0.117 0.197 1.03
Au−S−Red 63.6 −0.064 0.192

5.7 Au−S−Ox 27.1 −0.028 0.245 1.00
Au−S−Red 63.9 −0.044 0.244

Figure 4. Transmission curves for Au−S−Ox (solid black lines) and
Au−S−Red (dashed red lines) for the trans configuration.

Figure 5. Calculated isosurfaces (at an isovalue of 0.05 e/Å3) for the
HOMOs of the trans Au−S−Ox system and the reduction product at
the disulfide bridge (Au−S−Red) at selected distances (d) along the
stretching pathway.
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between the high- and low-conductance species of the
molecular switch is dramatically reduced to ∼1, the absolute
conductance of each individual species is greatly increased. This
opens the possibility of a dual switching mechanism, namely,
electrochemical and mechanical, for the system. The consid-
eration of thermal motion and its effect on the transport
properties of the system would be desirable. This would
constitute a complete work on its own right and is clearly
outside the scope of the present investigation, but it would be
of interest in upcoming studies.
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